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BREMEN ALUMNI GET-TOGETHER IN STUTTGART

A further regional group has recently been established in Stuttgart. Bremen

alumni Janina Vogel and Ilhan Harun are organizers of the new group, which

met for the first time on April 11. Read more ...

 

 

 

 

 

ON AN ESPRESSO WITH… DR. LÜDER BEHRENS FROM
MUNICH

The patent attorney and biologist Dr. Lüder Behrens studied in many places

around the world. His career began in Bremen - he now works for the well-

known law office BOEHMERT & BOEHMERT in Munich. Read more ...

 

 

 

 

 

RESULT: SHOW US YOUR FACE!

We have them all together! With our campaign The University in Search for

Its Alumni, our association promotes the encouraging and multifaceted work

of the alumni. We would like to thank the numerous participants very much

for their commitment and support! See the result!

 

 

 

 

https://www.uni-bremen.de/alumni
https://dialog.uni-bremen.de/email/testPreview/simulateMailingFunction/451?sid=
https://www.uni-bremen.de/index.php?id=25091&L=1
https://www.uni-bremen.de/index.php?id=25090&L=1
https://www.uni-bremen.de/index.php?id=24215&L=1


  

  

  

  

 
CAMPUS-NEWS  

 

 

 

LIFE IS LIFE

... A Song That Gets Easily Stuck in Your Head. However, at the Academy of

Continuing Education this abbreviation has a different meaning: It stands for

great flexibility in continuing education, for a modular system of information,

and a maximized acquisition of knowledge. Read more ...

 

 

 

 

 

ROOM AVAILABLE?

Between July 15 and August 9, 130 students from twenty countries are

expected on campus. They are taking a German language course in those

four weeks. However, not all of these young students have found a place to

stay yet. Read more ...

 

 

 

 
EVENTS: ANNOUNCEMENT  

 

 

 

EXPERIENCE, ENJOY, AND TOUCH RESEARCH AND
TEACHING!

That is what the Open Campus 2019 is all about.This year, on June 15 from

2 p.m., the university campus will again become a large adventure park for

everyone interested. Become inspired by the more than forty pagoda tents

featuring the various departments and institutes. They all present insights

into their works and projects from their respective fields of knowledge – in

shows, as a poetry slam, on tours, or on stage. At night, the colorful event

will end with a large open-air party and a free-of-charge concert by artist

Namika. The alumni association will also be there when the event’s motto

‘Open Worlds – Share Knowledge’ comes to life. Do not miss out on this, and

come by to visit us at our stand. We are already looking forward to

encounters, exchanges, familiar and new faces. Further information

 

 

 

 

 

‘NETWORKING OF, FOR, AND WITH ALUMNI’ TO VISIT
AIRBUS

Freedom must be boundless above the clouds… And we usually get there by

taking a plane – for example one by Airbus. We have been invited by Imke

Langhorst, plant and site manager, and our alumnus Dr. Hubertus Lohner to

learn more about the second-largest Airbus site in Germany on August 29,

 

https://www.uni-bremen.de/index.php?id=25093&L=1
https://www.uni-bremen.de/index.php?id=25092&L=1
https://www.uni-bremen.de/en/open-campus/


  

  

  

  

2019. Read more ..

 

 

 

 

ALUMNI AT THE GERMAN BUNDESRAT

On September 20, 2019, we would like to invite you to an excursion to

political Berlin. An event that has become an annual highlight. This time, we

will visit the German Bundesrat, the Bremen State Representation, and the

German Resistance Memorial Center.

Further information and registration

 

 

 

 
EVENTS: REPORT  

 

 

 

"NO REFUGE. NOWHERE." - ALUMNI AT THE BREMER
SHAKESPEARE COMPANY WITH SPECIAL GUEST

‘Out of the Archives onto the Stage’ was the subject of the alumni event that

took place – as tradition would have it – at the bremer shakespeare company

in Bremen Neustadt. It dealt with a gripping and incredible incident from the

year 1939. Read more ...

 

 

 

 

 

THIRD ROUND FOR THE CAMPUS PRIZE

Excellent works on sustainable futurology have been honored with the

research prize for sustainability that has been awarded by the Kellner + Stoll

Foundation, the Leibniz Center for Tropical Marine Research (ZMT), the

University of Bremen, and the alumni association since 2016. The two prizes

for master’s theses were awarded to Daniel Ortiz and Philipp Kenkel, the

prize for the dissertation was awarded to Dr. Anna Schwachula. Read more

...

 

 

 

 
INTERNATIONAL  

 

 

 

THE UNIVERSITY OF BREMEN HAS THREE NEW RESEARCH
AMBASSADORS

This year will see the appointing of three new Research Ambassadors. A

total of ten Research Ambassadors represent the University of Bremen in

their respective home countries, promote the research they conducted here,

and are contacts for interested researchers and students. Read more ...

 

 

https://www.uni-bremen.de/en/alumni/events/veranstaltungsanmeldung/networking-from-for-and-with-alumni/announcement-networking-of-for-and-with-alumni-to-visit-airbus/
https://www.uni-bremen.de/en/alumni/events/alumni-at-the-german-bundesrat/
https://www.uni-bremen.de/index.php?id=25137&L=1
https://www.uni-bremen.de/index.php?id=25138&L=1
https://www.uni-bremen.de/index.php?id=25094&L=1


  

  

  

 

 

 

BREMEN GUELPH LECTURE ON JUNE 5, 2019

It has become a tradition that researchers of the universities of Bremen and

Guelph, Canada, report on their research areas at their respective partner

university within the framework of the Bremen Guelph Lecture. On June 5,

2019, Prof. Dr. Bren McKenzie from the University of Guelph will give a

lecture on the topic ‘The Rise of Dark Tourism: Is the Medium Still the

Message?’ Further information

 

 

 

 
NEWSFLASH  

 

 

 

BREMEN HISTORIAN AWARDED ORDER OF MERIT OF THE
FEDERAL REPUBLIC OF GERMANY

In the context of the 70th anniversary of the German constitution, Federal

President Frank-Walter Steinmeier has awarded sixteen people with the

Order of Merit of the Federal Republic of Germany, among them the

Historian Dr. Eva Schöck-Quinteros of the University of Bremen. The award

honors her commitment in political education and in imparting the values of

the constitution. Schöck-Quinteros is the initiator of and driving force behind

the project ‘Out of the Archives onto the Stage’ (see also event reports) of

the University of Bremen and the bremer shakespeare company. “In the end,

the Order of Merit is not only for me as a person but for the project as well.

That is a level of recognition that is wonderful for everyone involved,”

Schöck-Quinteros said about the award. Read more ... (German only)

 

 

 

 

 

THE BIOM – A NEW RESEARCH BUILDING FOR THE
DEPARTMENT OF BIOLOGY

Groundbreaking was passionately celebrated with about 1,000 students and

100 staff members. Completion of the new building is planned for the winter

semester 2021/22 – a tight schedule. The campus develops, and the biology

department will significantly increase its value with the modern facilities.

Read more ... (German only)

 

 

 

 

http://www.fb10.uni-bremen.de/inputs/pdf/FB10_Forschungskolloquium_Poster_2019.pdf
https://www.uni-bremen.de/de/universitaet/presse/aktuelle-meldungen/detailansicht/news/detail/News/eva-schoeck-quinteros-mit-bundesverdienstkreuz-geehrt/ 
https://www.uni-bremen.de/de/universitaet/presse/aktuelle-meldungen/detailansicht/news///erster-spatenstich-fuer-das-biom/


  

  

 

BUZZ, BUZZ, BUZZ – WE, TOO, ARE BUZZING FOR THE
CITY AND ARE BUSY AS BEES AT THE UNIVERSITY

‘Food production on the district level’ is the title of a new research project

that is conducted in the districts of Osterholz-Tenever and Vahr in Bremen by

researchers of the University of Bremen. Just in time for World Bee Day (this

year on May 20), beekeepers can now get support via an app. The scientists

hope to complement data in real time by electronically wiring the bees.

Sounds like a utopia? Read more ...

 

 

 

 

 

WHAT LIES BEHIND THE TERM ‘OPEN EDUCATIONAL
RESOURCES’?

And: Is It Only Feasible for Norwegians – or Is It Also a Good Tool for

Inclusion at German Schools?

The Department of Pedagogy and Educational Sciences conducts research

in cooperation with the Nasjonal Digital Læringsarena (NDLA) from Norway.

A collaboration that has already come up with some interesting approaches

for adaptation in Germany. Interested? Continue reading here.
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